
 

 

 

 

ASE is excited to partner with Soccer.com for uniforms and fan gear.  This move was made to provide 

better service to our club members as well as give you more options to sport ASE fan gear on the side 

lines.  Additionally we have changed to a new uniform kit for the field with the intent of reducing costs 

to you as well as getting the players into uniforms quicker.  See the Q&A at the bottom for more 

information. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Q. Why did we pick a new uniform kit? 

A. We try to keep the same kit for 2-3 years and Adidas usually refreshes their styles/lines on a 2-3 year 

cycle as well so we try to align with their “refresh” cycle as well.  We had designed some custom uniform 

kits in the past but those come with a price in the form of dollars as well as turnaround time to get them 

to you.  Going to a standard Adidas kit means reduced costs to you as well as getting the player in their 

new uniform on the field quicker.  We believe this is a win-win.  The complete “field” kit is ~$100. 

  



Q. What about the warm-ups? 

A. We did decide to stay with the custom warm-ups.  They look sharp!  And even though they will take 

longer to arrive to your door step, they are not a necessity to get the kids on the field.  The warm-ups 

are NOT available on Soccer.com as of 6/22. 

Q. So are we required to get the new kit? 

A. This is being determined on a team by team basis. 

- If your team is relatively in tact and most of the players have existing uniforms with little to no number 

conflicts, it probably makes sense to continue with last years kit and look to acquire last year's uniform 

kit from players no longer playing with ASE or those that may be moving to the new kit.  (So fill in the 

limited number of holes by acquiring a set no longer being used by another club member.)  I assume 

most of the older teams will be in this situation. 

- If you have last years kit and it's no longer needed or know someone that has the kit, you can post it on 

the ASE website "Exchange" to sell, donate or 

trade.  http://asesoccer.com/Exchange.asp?org=asesoccer.com 

- For those teams that are new to the competitive ranks, have several kids needing new uniforms OR 

have a high number of conflicts or kids needing to get larger uniforms, it probably makes sense to move 

to the whole team to the new kit.  I assume that many of the younger teams will be in this situation. 

- Please be sure to coordinate with the other teams in your gender/age group to resolve any number 

conflicts.  (ie we only want one #16 for all of the girls '05 group) so girls can be borrowed from team to 

team and as kids move year over year we don't have to worry about number conflicts.  If conflicts arise, 

please refer to the uniform number policy. 

 

Q. What’s the note about the Women’s Cut? 

A. The white jerseys come in a female cut style (as well as men's and youth).  Because of the cut and fact 

that it's women's (Adidas typically runs small in women's sizes) girls should get sized in both the white 

AND blue jerseys and order accordingly on the website.  For girls you will have a white jersey in a 

women's cut and a blue jersey in a regular adult/men's cut. 

- The blue jerseys come only in men's and a youth cut.  So the boys would apply the size of the blue 

jersey fitting to both their blue and white jersey. 

- The shorts also have a women's cut style as well as men's and youth. 

Q.  Why did you choose Soccer.com? 

A. Soccer.com is one of the largest soccer retailers around and ASE has had a relationship with them 

ordering soccer equipment and coaching gear for several years.  They have a good history of being 

customer service oriented.  They have a very impressive operation that is geared to getting you, your 

apparel in a timely manner.  They also have a wide array of apparel that is made available to you. 

  

http://asesoccer.com/Exchange.asp?org=asesoccer.com


Q. How do I start ordering my uniforms? 

A.  Once the teams are formed, your player’s information (name, number, your email) will be loaded 

into Soccer.com and they will send you an email link to order your uniform.  You can additionally order 

other gear, equipment and apparel as well. 

 

 


